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In a previous contribution [I] to this journal, one of the authors (A.R.) 
has shown that to a set of (2n + 1) mutually anticommuting matrices of 
dimension 2” x 2”, & (i = 1,2 ,...,2n + 1) satisfying the Clifford conditions 
6piPj = - 9jLzi ) (i # j>, 
(&)” = I, (1) 
there correspond n sets of three matrices 
VW 
i= 1,2,3, 
p = 1, 2,..., n 
with the following properties: 
(1) each set obeys the Clifford conditions and 
(2) any member of one set commutes with any member of any other set. 
For obvious reasons the triplets of these matrices are called the generalized 
Pauli matrices. A linear combination of this triplet of matrices is called the 
generalized helicity matrix. 
Our object now is to prove that such helicity matrices can be defined cor- 
responding to (2n + 1) matrices LZi of dimension mn x mn which obey the 
generalized Clifford conditions prescribed by A. 0. Morris [2] 
L-qq. = c&yi ) and (L6Qm = 1, (2) 
where w is the primitive mth root of unity. We notice that for these relations 
there is a symmetry principle that the Clifford conditions are unaltered if any 
9’ is replaced by ~9. 
If we now define 
H,” = PI; H,n = Tz; Hz” = <(Hlfi)‘=l H,“, (3) 
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where 
5 ::I 1 for m odd 
t; _ &/2 for m even. 
The set (Hi”) (; = 1, 2, 3) satisfies th e required Clifford conditions; though 
Hsn is not a member of the set Pi . It is to be noted that we have to attach the 
factor 09’~ to the third member of the triplet for the case of even m to satisfy 
the second Clifford condition (Hsn)m = I. In a completely analogous way to 
the construction of the helicity matrices obeying the quadratic Clifford 
conditions [l], we define 
2q = (H2y+l ql) (i = 3,..., 2n + l), (4) 
i.e. we factor out (Ha”)+l for each of the remaining matrices of the set =&. 
Then Ya(l),..., 9212+1(1) form a set of (2n - 1) matrices which obey the 
generalised Clifford conditions. 
We next proceed to define, 
H,n-’ = 6p,(l) 
H,“-l = g4(l) 
H;-l = ((H,“-l)“-l (Hi-l). (5) 
This set (H:‘-‘, He-l, Hi-’ } again satisfies the generalized Clifford conditions. 
We now factor out (HTj-l)‘+’ from the set of 2n - 1 matrices 
Zi(l) (; = 3,..., 2n + 1) and write 
-Epi( I) = (Hf-ly L&(2) (i = 5,..., 2n + 1). (6) 
Then 3X2), =%(2), 9@),..., LZ2n+1(2) form a set of 2n - 3 matrices which 
again satisfy the generalized Clifford conditions. This procedure can be 
iterated till we arrive at 
Hll = 92,& - l), 
H,l = Y2&z - l), 
Hsl = [(Hll)‘+l H21. (7) 
Any member of the set (Hi} commutes with any member of the set {Hj>, 
i # j. If we now define the helicity matrix as the linear combination of the 
members of the set {Hi} and choose in particular 
Hn = X2n+1f&n + ~2,f4n + 4+An, 
Hi = hZi+lHsi + h2iHzi + .A,-lH~“, 
H1 = h3Hs1 + h,H,l + h,H,l, (8) 
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where we have used the notation of Ref. (3) with 
(9) 
and the m roots of (Ar” + hzm + ... + A;+,) are, A,, (I,w,..., &w”+~. It 
follows that 
(H”)” = A,“1 = (AT-1 + A;, + hYn+l) I, 
(Hi)” = AimI = (l& + A; + AZ+,) I, 
(HI)” = L&ml = (AI” + h,m + d&m) I. 
Since {Hi) commutes with {Hj} for i # j, we find that it is possible to 
obtain the eigenvectors of 
2n+1 
L 2n+1= (11) 
which are the simultaneous eigenvectors of the “helicity” matrices 
HI, H2 ,..., H”. 
It is a remarkable fact that the 2mth root of unity enters in the definition 
of H,i for m even, although we are dealing with the mth root of the unit 
matrix. For the special case of m = 2 and n = 1, we have 
w=-1, (J/2 = i. (12) 
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APPENDIX 
We prove the following Theorem: 
If A and B are two matrices satisfying the generalized Cli@rd conditions: 
AB = wBA (AlI 
and 
A”=B”=I, 642) 
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where w is the primitive nth root of unity then 
(AA + pB)n = X” + pTL. 
PROOF. Condition (A2) implies that A and B are nonsingular and so the 
matrices A-l and B-l exist. Now 
(hA + pB)n = /L”B”{~ + C,(B-IA) + C,(B-lA)’ 




c, = n &. 
i,=O 
Since w is the nth root of unity C, ,..., C,-, vanish and C, = 1. 
Hence we have 
(Xiz + /LB)” = h”An + p”B” 
= A” + CL” 
using condition (A2). 
